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Numerical simulation of ultracold plasmas
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In recent experiments ultracold plasmas were produced by photoionizing small clouds of laser
cooled atoms. This paper presents the results of molecular dynamic simulations for the early time
evolution of such plasmas. Contrary to earlier speculation, no evidence of strong electron–electron
correlations is observed in the simulations even if the initial value of the coupling parameter (Ge

5e2/akTe) is much larger than unity. As electron–electron correlations begin to develop, the
correlation energy is released to heat the electrons, raising the electron temperature to the point
whereGe;1 and limiting further development of correlation. Further heating of the electrons occurs
as a by-product of three-body recombination. When a model of laser cooling is added to the
simulation, the formation of strong ion–ion correlation is observed. Contrary to earlier suggestion,
the rate of three-body recombination is observed to be in reasonable agreement with the traditional
formula, R53.931029 s21@n(cm23)#2@Te(K) #29/2, but care must be taken to use the correct
temporally evolving temperature,Te . The simulations are challenging because it is necessary to
follow three-body recombination into weakly bound~high n quasiclassical! Rydberg states, and the
time scale for such states is short compared to that for the plasma dynamics. This kind of problem
was faced earlier in computational astrophysics when studying binary star formation in globular
clusters and the simulation method used here is adapted from such studies. ©2002 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1497166#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent experiments,1–3 ultracold neutral plasmas wer
produced by abruptly photoionizing small clouds of las
cooled xenon atoms, carefully adjusting the energy of
ionizing photons to barely exceed the ionization potent
Electron temperatures as low asTe.0.1 K were reported.
The ions inherited the even lower temperature of the la
cooled atoms (Ti.10 mK). In closely related
experiments,4–6 the cooled atoms were photoexcited to hig
n Rydberg states, and an ultracold plasma resulted from
lisional processes. Here, we focus on the plasmas that w
produced directly by photoionization, since the initial con
tions for the plasma state are well defined.

These novel plasmas present interesting challenge
theory. For example, it has been suggested that the initial
temperature of the plasmas implies strong correlation.1 Also,
there has been a worry that the traditional theory of thr
body recombination is not applicable at the low temperatu
of the plasmas.1,3 In contrast, we argue here that rapid intri
sic heating of the electrons raises the temperature to the p
where strong correlation cannot develop and where the
ditional theory of three-body recombination is approximat
correct. These arguments are substantiated by molecula
namics simulations of the early time plasma evolution.
also simulate a proposed experiment7 in which the ions that
result from photoionization are themselves laser cooled,
in this simulation strong ion–ion correlation is observed.

At the low temperatures of these plasmas, three-b
recombination is very rapid–much faster than radiat
recombination.8 Three-body recombination proceeds throu
a sequence of collisions, with the recombination energy
3741070-664X/2002/9(9)/3743/9/$19.00
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ried off by an electron, rather than a photon. One can think
the process as the collisional approach to a state of the
equilibrium, which is a neutral gas.

The rate of three-body recombination is controlled by
kinetic bottleneck8 at a binding energy of a fewkTe , where
k is the Boltzmann constant andTe is the electron tempera
ture. For binding energies above the bottleneck, subseq
collisions typically reionize an electron–ion pair. Howeve
occasionally a collision leaves a bound pair with energy
low the bottleneck. Then subsequent collisions produc
cascade to ever deeper binding. Thus, a pair can be dec
recombined when it passes below the bottleneck. The si
lations follow many bound pairs as they cascade to ener
below the bottleneck. Since the critical range of binding e
ergies scales likekTe and sincekTe is orders of magnitude
smaller than the Rydberg energy, the essential physics ca
captured by a classical molecular dynamics simulation.

The necessity of following the recombination in
weakly bound~high-n! Rydberg states is the main challeng
to the simulation. The difficulty is that the time scale for a
electron orbit in such a state is much shorter than the t
scale for the orbit of a typical unbound electron. In plasm
simulations of this kind some authors have used two ti
scales: one for particles with near neighbors and another
the remaining particles.9 Another variant is to use piecewis
analytic solutions for Kepler orbits. We prefer a treatme
that does not make special assumptions about particles
near neighbors, but seamlessly encompasses the contin
of time scales required.

Fortunately, such a treatment was developed previou
in computational studies of binary star formation in globu
clusters. The binary stars are the analog of the high-n Ryd-
3 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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berg atoms and the cluster is the analog of the plasma cl
We have adapted a code developed by Aarseth10 for the study
of binary star formation.

The code is a molecular dynamics simulation in t
sense that the force on a given particle from each of the o
particles is calculated directly. Time integration is effect
with a predictor corrector scheme using a fourth order po
nomial fit to the orbit. The crucial feature is that the time st
for each particle is adjusted independently depending
such factors as the rate of change of the acceleration. Th
bound electron can have a much shorter time step tha
typical electron without slowing down the whole simulatio
To keep all of the particles moving in near synchrony, t
code advances next the time step for the particle tha
furthest behind in absolute time. To evaluate the force on
particle, the other particle positions are extrapolated bac
time to exact synchrony using the polynomial fit to the o
bits.

As one would expect, there are interesting parallels
tween three-body recombination in these plasmas and bi
star formation in clusters. We will see that a by-product
three-body recombination is heating of the unbound e
trons and even production of suprathermal electrons that
ejected from the plasma. Likewise, binaries ‘‘harden’’
giving kinetic energy to other stars through collisional inte
actions, sometimes ejecting stars at high velocity from
core of the cluster.11 This heating mechanism is now thoug
to be the primary mechanism for supporting globular clust
against gravothermal contraction and core collapse.12

Two recent papers13,14 have provided a good theoretic
description of the long term evolution of ultracold plasm
clouds. Our work is complementary in that it focuses on
early time microscopic physics: the correlation physics a
the cascade process of three-body recombination.
Aarseth simulation method is ideally suited to focus on t
physics.

II. CORRELATION AND INITIAL HEATING

A. Theory background

For a plasma in thermal equilibrium, the strength of c
relation is determined by the coupling parameterG
5e2/akT, where a is the Wigner–Seitz radius~i.e.,
4pa3n/351!.15 We use cgs units throughout the paper. F
the maximum density and lowest temperatures reporte
the experiments@i.e., n.23109 cm23, Te.0.1 K, andTi

.10 m/K#, the electron coupling parameter has the va
Ge.30, and the ion coupling parameter is much larg
Thus, one might expect the low temperatures to be ass
ated with strong correlation.

However, the plasma is not created in a state of ther
equilibrium. Before photoionization, the neutral atoms a
uncorrelated, so immediately after photoionization ion–
and electron–electron correlations are negligible. There m
be some electron–ion correlation that remains as an art
of the ionization process, but this is not a thermal equil
rium correlation. For example, there is no long range ord

Thermal equilibrium correlations can develop on
through the action of Coulomb interactions as the plas
Downloaded 19 Sep 2002 to 132.239.69.90. Redistribution subject to A
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evolves. However, as the electron correlations begin to
velop, the correlation energy is released to the elect
plasma as heat, and this limits the strength of correlat
reached. To reach a correlation strength corresponding
Ge.1, each electron picks up thermal energykTe.e2/a. At
this point the coupling parameter has the value

Ge5e2/akTe.~e2/a!/~e2/a!51,

so further development of correlation ceases. Even if
initial electron temperature were zero, corresponding f
mally to infinite Ge , strong correlation would not develop.

We hasten to add that the initial electron temperat
would not be zero even if the energy of the ionizing photo
exactly matched the ionization potential~for a single isolated
atom!. Because of the Coulomb fields from neighboring ele
trons and ions, the ionization potential for atoms in t
plasma varies from atom to atom by an amount of or
e2/a, and this sets a minimum temperature of orderkTe

;e2/a.13 The picture is further complicated by the fact th
ionization process takes place over a finite time. Typica
heating due to the release of correlation energy is occu
while the plasma is being created.

In the following we ignore these complications and co
sider simulations where the initial electron and ion tempe
tures ~or more precisely, kinetic energies! are zero, corre-
sponding formally to infinite initial values forGe and G i .
This gives correlations the best opportunity to develop. T
observed failure of strong correlations to develop th
emerges as an intrinsic consequence of the dynamics.
release of correlation energy as heat limits the developm
of correlation.

The time scale for this electron dynamics is of ord
vpe

21 , wherevpe5A4pne2/me is the electron plasma fre
quency. On a longer time scale~i.e., vpi

215Ami /mevpe
21!,

ion–ion correlations begin to develop and the released
ergy heats the ions limiting the effective ion–ion correlati
strength.

Murillo16 considered ion heating by the release of cor
lation energy, but he treated the electrons as a dielectric fl
and focused on the liberation of correlation energy for a s
tem of Debye shielded ions. Unfortunately, this approa
misses the electron heating that dominates the early stag
evolution, and the degree of shielding depends through
Debye length on electron temperature~see Sec. II C!.

B. Simulation results

By using properly scaled length and time, the number
parameters that define a simulation was reduced to a m
mum. Length was scaled by the Wigner–Seitz radiusa and
time by the inverse of the electron plasma frequencyvpe

21 .
With these scalings, the equations of motion were speci
by three parameters: the mass ratiomi /me , the number of
electrons~which was equal to the number of ions! N, and a
rounding parameter« for the Coulomb potential. To avoid
singularities, the Coulomb potential was rounded to
form,

1/Aur12r2u2/a21«2, ~1!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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where«!1. For this simulation,« was chosen to have th
value 1/31. This value is small enough that the rounded
tential was a good approximation to the Coulomb poten
for the vast majority of particles. For a few deeply bou
pairs, the approximation was marginal, but these dee
bound pairs were not the focus of this simulation. The m
ratio was chosen to have the valuemi /me5100. This rela-
tively low value insured that the ions had time to participa
in the correlation dynamics during the course of the simu
tion. The electron–electron correlation function relaxed t
steady-state form in a few scaled time units, and the ion–
correlation function in a time that was longer byAmi /me

510. The simulation ran fortmaxvpe570.9 scaled time units
and energy was conserved to an accuracy of 1025Ne2/a,
whereNe2/a is the scale of the total energy.

One might worry that the rapid heating is not resolv
by the simulation since the heating occurs in about one
of time ~i.e., vpe

21!. However, the unit of time is not the tim
step. The time step is variable, but each particle has m
time steps~typically hundreds! in one unit of time, so that
the heating dynamics is adequately resolved.

So that the correlation function assumed the simple fo
G(r1 ,r2)5G(ur12r2u), we arranged the initial and bound
ary conditions to insure uniform plasma density. Specifica
4096 electrons and 4096 ions were distributed randomly
side a spherical volume bounded by a reflecting wall. T
correlation measurements were made well away from
wall. In scaled units, the radius of the sphere was determ
by the number of electrons, (r s /a)35N. As mentioned ear-
lier, the initial temperatures for both electrons and ions w
chosen to be zero.

The initial density profiles for the experimentally pro
duced plasma clouds were Gaussian.1–3 One should think of
the uniform density spherical plasmas as a small central
tion of a larger Gaussian cloud.

Figure 1 shows a plot of the scaled electron tempera
@i.e., kTe(t)/(e

2/a)51/Ge(t)# vs the scaled timetvpe . To
obtain this plot, histograms of electron kinetic energy we
made ~excluding tightly bound electrons! and matched to
Maxwellians. Rapid heating toGe.1 is clearly visible. The
longer-term slower heating is associated with three-body
combination.

FIG. 1. Scaled temperature vs scaled time. The insert shows chang
temperature during the timetvpe,3 when rapid heating occurs.
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Indeed, the heating from three-body recombination
slightly larger than appears from this picture. The rate
increase in the electron temperature is reduced somewha
collisional cooling on the ions~see Sec. II C!. This effect is
exacerbated by the artificially low mass ratiomi /me5100.
By skipping ahead to Fig. 13, one can see the electron h
ing for the case of realistic mass ratio~for Xe ions!, where
the electron–ion collisional energy transfer is negligib
small over the duration of the simulation.

Figure 2 shows the electron–electron correlation fu
tion averaged over the time intervaltvpe53.5 to 7.1. The
correlation function started out flat, corresponding to ra
domly distributed electrons, but quickly relaxed to the for
shown in Fig. 2 and retained this form. The only change w
increasing time was in the width of the region nearur12r2u
50, whereGee.21. This value forGee reflects the fact that
it is energetically unfavorable for two electrons to be at t
same location, and the width of the region is of orderur1

2r2u.e2/kTe . In measurements ofGee at later times the
width was observed to decrease as the electron temper
slowly increased.

For comparison, Fig. 3 shows the correlation functi
for a one component plasma~OCP! in thermal equilibrium at
correlation strengthsG51, 10, 20, and 40.15,17As expected,
the correlation curve in Fig. 2 corresponds in shape to
G51 curve in Fig. 3. The curves in Fig. 3 forG510, 20, and

ofFIG. 2. Electron–electron correlation function, averaged fromtvpe53.5 to
tvpe57.1.

FIG. 3. Correlation function for one component plasma.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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40 exhibit oscillations indicating the presence of local ord
that is, of a local lattice. The lack of these oscillations in F
2 shows that such order was missing in the electron distr
tion for the ultracold plasma.

Figure 4 shows the ion–ion correlation function ave
aged over the time intervaltvpe567.4– 70.9. Again the cor
relation function started out flat and relaxed to the fo
shown, although the relaxation time was longer than for
electrons. The absence of oscillations shows that local o
was missing.

Figure 5 shows the electron–ion correlation function a
eraged over the time intervaltvpe53.5 to 7.1. In this case
Gei is positive nearur12r2u50, since it is energetically fa
vorable for an electron to be near an ion. However, this p
tive electron–ion correlation is not an indication of the loc
order characteristic of strong correlation; rather it refle
Debye shielding and the beginning of recombination. T
latter observation also was made in Ref. 13.

Finally, we note that the experiments themselves prov
some evidence against early strong correlation. The pla
expansion is driven by the electron pressure, but the effec
pressure becomes negative for a strongly correlated pla
This effect is well known from the theory of one compone
plasmas,17 and is easy to understand physically. Because
correlations, the electrostatic forces of interaction bind

FIG. 4. Ion–ion correlation function averaged over the time intervaltvpe

567.4 totvpe570.9.

FIG. 5. Electron–ion correlation function averaged over the time inte
tvpe53.5– 7.1.
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plasma together giving rise to an effective pressure tha
negative. If there were no intrinsic heating and the clo
were strongly correlated, the pressure would be negative
the cloud would not expand. Alternatively, one can rule o
expansion on energetic grounds. The correlation energ
negative@i.e., Ucorr;2N(e2/a)#, so plasma expansion ca
occur only by supplying positive kinetic energy@i.e.,
(3/2)NkTe#. However, in the limit of strong correlation,Ge

5e2/akTe@1, there is not enough kinetic energy to drive t
expansion.

C. Ion–ion correlation in laser cooled clouds

Killian noted that both Strontium~Sr! atoms and Sr1

ions can be laser cooled and suggested that a strongly c
lated ion plasma might be achieved by laser cooling the i
shortly after the plasma is produced.7 We have explored this
interesting suggestion using simulations.

The laser cooling was modeled in the simulations
periodically reducing the speed of each ion by a small p
cent. Two simulations were carried out: one for which t
initial electron temperature was relatively high@i.e.,
kTe(0)/(e2/a)51/Ge(0)531# and another for which the ini-
tial temperature of both species was zero. For both sim
tions, 2048 electrons and 2048 ions were followed for
time tmaxvpe5354, and total energy~plasma energy plus ex
tracted energy! was conserved to better than
31024Ne2/a. The mass ratio and the rounding parame
had the valuesmi /me5100 and«51/62, and the particles
initially were placed randomly inside a spherical volum
bounded by a reflecting wall.

For the case of high initial electron temperature, Fi
6~a! and 6~b! show the evolution of the ion and electro
temperatures as a function of time. The ion temperature
creased initially as ion–ion correlations develop and the c
relation energy was released to heat the ions. The simul
laser cooling then reduced the ion temperature to a ste
state value given by the balance between collisional hea
from the electrons and ion cooling. Figure 6~b! shows that
the electron temperature gradually decreased, as the elec
heated the ions. For the relatively high electron tempera
in this simulation, three-body recombination and the co
comitant heating of electrons was negligible.

Figure 7 shows the ion–ion correlation function ave
aged over the time intervaltvpe5106– 354, which is the
time interval of steady state ion temperature. The peak
the oscillations show the existence of order. Comparison
Fig. 3 for an OCP suggests a correlation strength in the ra
G i520, which is in good agreement with the steady state
temperature of Fig. 6~a! @i.e., kTi /(e2/a)50.05 orG i520#.

To see how the steady state ion temperature would s
with the electron to ion mass ratio and with the electr
temperature, we note that weakly correlated electrons h
cold ions collisionally at the rate18

~Heating!e,i5A32p
e4n

AmekTe

me

mi
lnS )Ge

3/2D . ~2!

Up to a numerical factor this expression is simp
nei(me /mi)kTe , wherenei is the usual electron-ion collision
l

IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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frequency. If the laser cooling rate is given byg iTi , then the
steady state ion temperature is given by power balance,

gcTi5A32p
e4n

AmekTe

me

mi
lnS )Ge

3/2D . ~3!

The steady state ion temperature in Fig. 6~a! is given by this
relation to within a factor of 2. To makeTi small, there is
advantage in using heavy ions and hot electrons, altho
this latter advantage does not cut in until the scaled elec
temperature kTe /(e2/a)51/Ge exceeds about 103. For
scaled temperature between 1 and 103, the 1/ATe depen-
dence and the ln()/Ge

3/2) dependence compensate one a
other leaving the heating rate nearly independent ofTe .

FIG. 6. Evolution of temperature as a function of time for the case of la
cooled ions and high initial electron temperature.~a! Ion temperature;~b!
electron temperature.

FIG. 7. Ion–ion correlation function averaged over time intervaltvpe

5106 to 354 for the case of laser-cooled ions and high initial elect
temperature.
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More important reasons for using warm electrons
that the rate of three-body recombination is greatly redu
and the ion-ion interactions are not shielded. The reduc
of the effective ion–ion coupling strength by electron shie
ing is illustrated by the simulations where both species w
started with zero temperature. Figures 8~a! and 8~b! show the
ion and electron temperature as a function of time. Initia
both species are heated as correlation energy is released
cooling then reduces the ion temperature to a steady s
value that is in accord with Eq.~3!. The electron temperatur
continues to rise gradually because heating due to three-b
recombination exceeds collisional cooling on the ions.

Figure 9 shows the ion–ion correlation function ave

r

n

FIG. 8. Evolution of temperature as a function of time in the case of la
cooled ions and zero initial electron temperature.~a! Ion temperature;~b!
electron temperature.

FIG. 9. Ion–ion correlation function averaged over the time intervaltvpe

5106– 354 for the case of laser-cooled ions and zero initial electron t
perature.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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aged over the time intervaltvpe5106 to 354. In this case
the evidence of order is less pronounced than for the pr
ous simulation~see Fig. 7!. Comparison to Fig. 3 for a OCP
suggests a coupling parameter ofG i,10, which is lower
than that for the previous simulation, even though the t
simulations have nearly the same steady state ion temp
tures.

Presumably, the reason for the difference is that the e
trons shielded the ion–ion interactions somewhat in the s
ond simulation reducing the effective coupling strength. F
weakly correlated electrons, the Debye shielded ion–ion
teraction,

v5
e2

r
exp~2r /lD!, ~4!

suggests an effective ion coupling strengthG i8
5G i exp(2a/lD).16 Here, lD5(kTe /4pne2)1/2 is the elec-
tron Debye length. The ratioa/lD5A3Ge is small for hot
electrons~i.e., Ge!1!, but is order unity forGe;1 implying
a significant reduction in the effective correlation streng
For Ge.1 the shielding is large but is not correctly describ
by expression~4!.

Another interesting effect is apparent in Fig. 9. Note th
Gii (ur12r2u/a) increases forur12r2u/a&1. We believe that
weakly bound electron-ion pairs are polarized by and
tracted to neighboring ions, and this causesGii (ur12r2u/a)
to turn upward at smallur12r2u/a. We checked this interpre
tation by removing ions with bound electrons from t
sample used to evaluateGii , and found thatGii goes to zero
for ur12r2u/a&1.

Apparently, the upturn occurs only for simulations whe
both the electrons and the ions are relatively cold. The e
trons must be cold to have recombined pairs, andkTi must
be smaller than or comparable to the potential energy
interaction between the ion and the induced dipole. Note
the upturn does not occur in Fig. 7 or in Fig. 4.

III. THREE-BODY RECOMBINATION

A. Theory background

The traditional theory of three-body recombination, d
veloped in a classic paper by Mansbach and Keck,8 yields
the following expression for the recombination rate~per ion!:

R53.931029F n

cm23G2FTe

K G29/2

s21. ~5!

The predicted rate is very large at low temperature beca
of the scalingTe

29/2. However, the traditional theory as
sumes thatGe,1, and rate expression~5! can be trusted only
in this regime. Recently, Hahn19 extended the theory into th
regime whereGe.1.

For the highest density and lowest initial electron te
perature reported in the experiments with ultracold plas
clouds, the initial value ofGe is larger than unity@i.e., Ge(t
50).30#, so one might worry that the traditional theo
would not be applicable. However, as we have seen, ra
initial heating reduces the value ofGe to unity or less. Thus,
the experiments are on the edge of the range where the
Downloaded 19 Sep 2002 to 132.239.69.90. Redistribution subject to A
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ditional theory is valid. The rate can be off by order uni
but not by the factor (30)9/2 that one might have expected

A deeper understanding of rate expression~5! requires
an understanding of the kinetic bottleneck. To this end, c
sider a single ion at rest in a sea of electrons~neutralized by
a uniform background charge!. Suppose further that the Cou
lomb potential well for the ion is made flat at some relative
deep potential~below the bottleneck!. When the system is in
a state of thermal equilibrium, electrons are constantly go
into and out of the well. The bottleneck can be understood
calculating the one way thermal equilibrium flux towa
deeper binding. Using the Gibbs distribution and insig
gained from a Monte Carlo analysis, Mansbach and Ke8

argued that the flux through a phase space surface chara
ized by binding energyE is proportional to

~Flux!↓;
1

E4 exp@2E/kTe#. ~6!

The flux is the product of a phase space factor 1/E4 and a
Boltzmann factor. For small values of2E/kTe the flux is
large because the phase space factor, 1/E4, is large. For large
2E/kTe , the flux is large because the Boltzmann factor
large. The minimum atE524kTe is the kinetic bottleneck.

FIG. 10. ~Color! Cloud at the end of the run,tvpe5354; red dots are
electrons and blue dots are ions. Part of the halo consists of suprathe
electrons that were produced as a by-product of three-body recombina
Also shown is a plot of the potential in the cloud at the end of the run.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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Electrons come into and out of the well many times bef
passing through the bottleneck. However, once they h
fallen below the bottleneck, they continue to ever dee
binding. With this picture in mind, note that expression~5! is
an evaluation of the one way flux through the bottleneck

The reason that a collision almost always removes
ergy from a deeply bound pair can be understood dyna
cally. Consider an electron–ion pair with binding ener

FIG. 11. Binding energy histograms at~a! tvpe50, ~b! tvpe5117, ~c!
tvpe5234, ~d! tvpe5354. Each column shows the number of electrons
that energy bin. The squiggle at the top of the column for the lowest en
bin indicates that the number exceeds the range of the graph.
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uEu@kTe . On the average, the kinetic energy of the bou
electron also isuEu. Consider a close collision with an elec
tron that approaches with kinetic energykTe . Typically the
collisional dynamics divides the kinetic energy more or le
evenly between the two electrons, so one of the two lea
with energy uEu/2@kTe . The remaining electron is the
bound more deeply. Incidentally, this simple picture sho
how suprathermal electrons are produced as a by-produ
the cascade to deeper binding.

B. Simulation results

Our most extensive simulation was used to study thr
body recombination. The evolution of 4096 electrons a
4096 ions was followed for a scaled timetmax vpe5354,
which required a month run on an XP-1000 alpha works
tion. Energy was conserved to 231024Ne2/a.

For this simulation, a realistic mass ratio was used~for
Xe1 ions!, and the electrons and ions were distributed i
tially with a Gaussian density profile in accord with expe
ment. In scaled units, the mean-square radius of the Gaus
is specified by the number of electrons through^r 2&/a2

5(6/p)1/3N2/3. In potential~1!, the rounding parameter wa
chosen to have the value«51/62, which is small enough
that the recombination dynamics~passage through the bottle
neck! was treated accurately. Specifically, the inverse 1«

y

FIG. 12. Histogram of scaled kinetic energy for unbound electrons and
to a Maxwellian.

FIG. 13. Evolution of temperature in the cloud vs time.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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562 is much larger than the scaled binding energy at
bottleneck@i.e., 2Eb /(e2/a)54/Ge&7#. Since 1/«562 is
comparable to the scaled binding energy of the most tig
bound pairs at the end of the simulation, the cascade ra
deeper binding for these pairs may have been slightly s
pressed. Since the focus of this simulation is three-body
combination, rather than the rapid initial heating, the sim
lation started with a small but finite initial electro
temperature@i.e., kTe /(e2/a)51/Ge50.31#.

Figure 10 shows a picture of the cloud~red dots are
electrons and blue dots are ions! at the end of the run. Many
of the electrons in the surrounding halo were ejected fr
the cloud as suprathermal electrons produced as a by-pro
of three-body recombination.

Figures 11~a!, 11~b!, 11~c!, and 11~d! show binding en-
ergy histograms for the four timestvpe50, 117, 234, and
354. For a bound electron, the binding energy is the kin
energy plus the potential energy in the field of the nea
ion. Each figure displays the number of particles in bins
scaled binding energy ranging fromE/(e2/a)521 to 225.
One can see the temporal progression to deeper binding

Although the bound electrons were far from therm
equilibrium, the unbound electrons were nearly in therm
equilibrium. Figure 12 shows a histogram of scaled kine
energy for unbound electrons and a fit to a Maxwellian. T

FIG. 14. Sample energy cascades to deeper binding.

FIG. 15. The solid curve is the fraction of bound pairs that reached a g
binding energyE, and then were reionized. The dashed curve is the frac
that made it from energyE to a sink atE5218e2/a. These two curves
provide evidence for the existence of the bottleneck.
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fit determines the temperature of the unbound electrons
particular time. Figure 13 shows the evolution of the te
perature versus time. The gradual heating due to three-b
recombination is apparent.

Figure 14 shows sample energy cascades to deeper b
ing. Each curve is a plot of scaled binding energy vs sca
time for an ion and bound electron, or sequence of electro
since collisions can interchange bound and free electron

Figure 15 provides evidence for the existence of
bottleneck. The solid curve is the fraction of bound pairs t
reached a given binding energy,E, and then were reionized
The dashed curve is the fraction that made it from energE

n
n

FIG. 16. Number of recombined pairs in the central region of the clou

FIG. 17. ~a! Average energy of an electron as it cascades to deeper bind
Error bars show the standard deviation for the distribution.~b! Log–log plot
of the average energy.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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to a sink atE5218(e2/a). Taking the crossing point for the
curves as the energy of the bottleneck yields2Eb /(e2/a)
.8, which is close to four times the final temperature in F
11 @i.e., 4Te /(e2/a).7#.

Figure 16 shows the number of recombined pairs in
central region of the cloud~i.e., for r ,r p! vs scaled time.
Here, r p5A2/3̂ r 2&1/2 is the radius where the density ha
fallen to 1/e of its maximum value. Recall that a pair
defined to be recombined when its binding energy drops
low the energy level of the bottleneck, which in accord w
Fig. 15 we take to beEb528(e2/a).

The dashed line at the top end of Fig. 16 provides
smoothed slope forNrec(tvpe) at the end of the run. From
this slope we obtain the recombination rate for the partic
in the central region,dNrec/dt.(0.56)vpe . For comparison
the theoretical prediction from Eq.~5! for this rate is

E
0

r p
4pr 2drnR~r ,T!5~1.09!vpe , ~7!

wheren(r ) is the density of unrecombined ions in the cent
region and the scaled electron temperature 1Ge

5kTe /(e2/a)51.7 has been used. Presumably, the facto
2 difference between the predicted and observed rates is
to the fact thatGe is only slightly less than unity.

The solid curve in Fig. 17~a! shows the average energ
of an electron as it cascades to deeper binding vs the
since initial binding. The average was constructed using
collection of bound pairs that ultimately reached the sink
E/(e2/a)5212, and the error bars show the standard dev
tion for the distribution. Figure 17~b! is a log–log plot of the
curve, showing that the average binding energy increa
like t1/2.

This result is easy to understand physically. Consider
electron-ion pair bound with energyuEu@kTe . Typically the
kinetic energy and the potential energy of the electron ar
orderuEu, and the separation between the electron and io
of orderd;e2/uEu. The frequency at which other electron
approach the pair within distanced is of ordern;nv̄ed

2. In
such a collision the two electrons typically share their kine
energy. One electron leaves the collision with kinetic ene
of order uEu@kTe , and the binding energy of the remainin
electron increases by orderuEu. Thus, the rate of increase i
the binding energy is approximately

duEu
dt

;nuEu5nv̄ep
e4

uEu
. ~8!

To the extent thatnv̄e is approximately constant, we find tha
the binding energy increases with time as

uEu;@C1nv̄epe4t/2#1/2, ~9!

which agrees with thet1/2 scaling in Fig. 17~b!.
These ideas shed light on a recent experimental obse

tion made with the ultracold plasma clouds.3 The number of
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recombined pairs was observed to be a decreasing func
of principle quantum number. Equivalently, the distributio
over the magnitude of the binding energy,N(uEu), was ob-
served to be increasing inuEu over a certain range below th
bottleneck. For the histograms shown in Fig. 11 this is
the case. However, we believe thatdN/duEu would become
positive over some range if the simulations were run long

The reason is easy to understand physically. In ste
state, the flux of bound pairs through any energyuEu must be
independent ofuEu, so we obtain the equation

N~ uEu!
duEu
dt

~ uEu!5const. ~10!

SinceduEu/dt}1/uEu decreases with increasinguEu, N(uEu)
must increase.
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